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OBJECTIVER
Workshop - digital connectors, 2014

Workshop at ESADSE in Saint-
Étienne, with ESAD Valenciennes, 
ENSA Nancy and collective Faubourg 
132, questioning the use of digital 
manufacturing processes.

Assembly systems specific to different 
materials (solid rubber oses, thin metal 
threaded rods, aluminum hollow tubes) 
recovered in an abandoned building, 
using a laser-cutting machine to 
complete the cutting of the connectors.

Project made with Thomas Barbé.





HYTTE is a personal office on which can be added elements separating the space and 
bringing other uses to the workspace, referring to the aesthetics of the emblematic 
frames of Jean-Prouvé furnitures.

A first wall brings a boundary to the work space, on the sides and bottom of the 
tray. To laterally close the space, blinkers are grafted on each side of the tube of the 
structure. These plugs of different shapes and sizes bring intimacy to the user and 
a modularity of the workspace as well as class space. They allow punctual isolation 
of the pupil, but also to create whole spaces, with larger panels.

The furniture can be easily converted into several versions for different uses: a two-
seater desk, a teacher’s desk, a lectern, a canteen table, a drawing table, and many 
others.

HYTTE
«Jean-prouvé» Scolar furniture contest, 2014





Stool made from a plywood plate 
(8mm) with a 50x65cm format, whose 
manufacturing process produces no 
loss of material.
Cutted using digital machines (laser 
cutting or CNC), this seat refers to the 
dimensions of the traditional African 
seats - Baoule - and can withstand the 
weight of an adult person. Its assembly 
requires no knowledge or any particular 
equipment, the parts fit and structure 
each other.

TAOULÉ
Express stool





STRAT
Decomposed volume, 2015

Composed of 18 different strata that 
rotate each 5 °, this object can be 
manipulated to partially compose and 
decompose the object. Numerically 
shaped, each stratum corresponds to a 
decomposition of a shape ranging from 
a polygonal trace to a curve trace. The 
internal mechanism only suggests the 
interior of each stratum, and therefore 
of the object.

Gray MDF panels (20mm), steel tube 
(30x350mm), wooden dowels. Total 
dimensions: 33x28x38cm





Concept of cubic standard modules of 3.40 meters of edges which adapt to the 
needs of the users according to their number and their needs by the installation of 
elements complementing the preexisting space. These elements take the form of 
shells, making it possible to fluidify the circulations within compound apartments 
but also to constitute a game of double facade that makes porous the border 
between interior and exterior, private and intimate. These shells are designed to 
be made on site with a large-scale 3D printing system (robotic arm), and can be 
recycled and re-used according to the same process.

Organizations of modules and envelopes allow visibility and social friction. 
The envelopes affirm the social dimension of the project by including zones of 
conviviality and exchanges by setting up shared workshops, common kitchens, 
laundromat etc. The inhabitants themselves will be able to determine new uses 
according to the situation. Common spaces bring together what is needed on a 
collective scale and become places of meeting and discussion. They allow to find 
oneself in circumstances of the daily life, bring to approach.

Project made with Soumaya Nader.

SHELLFIES
Contest Mini Maousse 6, 2016





Designed in one day, BULB is a compact 
luminaire 26 centimeters high by 18 
centimeters wide, conceived to be 
entirely realized with a CNC.

Built around the shape of a «Edison» 
light bulb, it can hang like a ceiling 
light, hooked like an applique or lay on 
each of its faces.

Its assembly requires no knowledge or 
any particular equipment, the parts fit 
and structure each other.

BULB
Plate light, 2016





Designed in one day, VEGG is a wall 
shelf conceived to be entirely realized 
with a CNC. The basic model can be 
declined in multiple modules, ten times 
its surface.

Its assembly requires no knowledge or 
any particular equipment, the parts fit 
and structure each other.

25X25X35cm for a single module. 
Material used: three plates of 40x30cm, 
thickness 5mm

VEGG
Plate shelf, 2016





Connector systems created using 3D 
printers. Several typologies of junctions 
allow a large number of forms and 
uses.
These assemblings are inspired by 
natural forms, ramifications of roots 
and branches. Plastic and its color 
create a visual contrast with natural 
wood.
These connectors can be used with 
round wood of standard diameter.
3D printing allows to decentralize 
production so that anyone can print 
the junctions and assemble them as 
needed.

POLYCO
Printed junctions, 2015/2016





PIIKIVI
Technological stones, 2016

In the context of a reflection on the 
Museum of the Chauvet cave, this 
project is a series of 14 pieces obtained 
by simple numerical operations from 
the same stone form: duplication, 
symmetry, torsion, mesh, etc. 
Questioning of the manufacturing 
process with regard to the cut of a 
flint: additive manufacture facing 
manufacture by subtraction of flint.
The scenography created with these 
objects leads the visitor to discover 
them one by one and to manipulate 
them. The aim is to make a link between 
this strong past and our digital age, with 
an exchange and a sensory implication.





SCOPIC
PIC Interventors, 2016

Workshop at Plug-In-City with Raphael Coutin, Corradino Garofalo and Joan Vellve 
Rafecas, members of Fictional Collective, under the direction of Martial Marquet 
and Stéphane Dwernicki.

Temporary installation which allows to see what happens on the Ketlehuisplein, 
place facing Plug-In-City. The construction attracts the attention of passers by 
creating a contrast with the industrial architecture that surrounds it. Only one 
person at a time can experience the installation by mounting on the container, but 
it requires three people to be activated. Pulled by other people through a pulley 
system, a new point of view is revealed. Different perspectives of the square and 
the surroundings can be discovered while being hidden from others; The individual 
becomes a voyeur. Inside this small cabin of the size of one person, one becomes 
aware of what surrounds us, looking either through a small hole, or by climbing two 
steps that allow one to discover oneself, to show oneself.

Project made with Quentin Le Mahieu and Louise Gagnevin.





NAÏAD
Water route, 2016

Call for projects launched by the SIAV (Valenciennes Inter-municipal Sanitation 
Syndicate): rethinking an abandoned place, an agora located in a student campus 
below a parking lot, in order to make it more visible and attractive.

For this project, we decided to partially cover the location with a deformed geodesic 
structure, the frame of which would be used as a motif for signage scattered on the 
campus, the frequency of which would increase as the site approaches. Creating a 
visual identity is necessary to make visible and attractive this place whose students 
often ignore the existence. The structure would consist of wooden panel, windows 
and opening with wires taut to let daylight pass, light sources to illuminate the 
agora at night and finally mirror oriented to show the passer-by the presence of the 
place and what it proposes.
We also propose the creation of a website accessible by QR codes or, for users 
who do not have the required equipment, we would install rotating touchscreen 
tablets, fixed to the floor, with a simple interface and accessible to children as well 
as adults, allowing a ride in the augmented reality surroundings that could simulate 
the different moments of rainwater recovery.





AREP
Models, Grand-Paris, 2016

Design and realization of a 1/200 
model of the future station of Pont 
de Sèvres, during an internship at 
AREP, multidisciplinary design office 
(architecture, engineering, design 
...), for Grand Paris And the agency 
Duthilleul.

Study model for the architectural team 
and project stakeholders, planned 
for 2022. Modular, composed of 
removable levels.





NOUVELLE GUINGUETTE
Pile Au Rendez-vous Festival, 2017

Ephemeral structure designed and built for the festival Pile Rendez-Vous, held on 
July 7, 8 and 9, 2017 in the district of Pile, Roubaix.

Created in 2008 with the desire to forge strong links between inhabitants, a territory 
and a cultural factory background, the Pile au Rendez-Vous festival mobilizes every 
year a maximum of energy by associating neighbors, friends, schools, associations 
and artists to its programming, through a 100% participative party.  

The structure comes from the Nouvelle Guinguette project and was adapted to the 
needs of the festival. A platform free of appropriation echoing the canal of Roubaix 
located a few hundred meters from the festival. The structure takes place in the 
middle of the festival. After the event, La nouvelle Guinguette was offered to the 
«Jardin de traverse» association Roubaix, a shared garden in the heart of Roubaix, 
conducting educational workshops and environmental awareness actions.





NON STANDARD OBJECTS
Ceramic 3D printing, 2016-2017

Creation of a Delta-type 3D ceramic 
printer based on the model of the artist 
Jonathan Keep. Project with ESAD stu-
dents and the faculty of Valenciennes.

Once the printer was created, i pro-
duced a serie of pieces to explore the 
technical capabilities of clay and the 
clay printing process, playing with the 
properties of the material. 





NUEVA TERRA
Open-source printer & extruder, 2018

Research in the field of 3D ceramic printing, questioning the autonomy of the desi-
gner and its connection with the work of the craft industry, confrontation of digital 
technologies with ancestral material.

This research work, currently under development, has two ambitions:

- Create a fully open-source, documented machine and extrusion system in both 
English and French, explaining the entire process.

- Propose and produce pieces that come out of the current field of experimentation 
in ceramic 3D printing, including the use of printed ceramics as an element of ar-
chitectural connections and also the exploration of unbaked clay mold processes, 
which allows the printing technique to be used as an intermediate element of a 
production process.




